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There’s More than One Way
to Search the Chemical Literature

Eugene Garfield
Institute for Scientific Information
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

Information-gathering habits of both

scientists and technologists have re-

mained relatively static while their needs

for information have been rapidly
changing. That situation portends a sig-

nificant problem. At one time, the in-

formation that most chemists needed

most of the time was concerned with
specific compounds — their structure,
synthesis, physical and functional char-

acteristics. Today, the demand for infor-

mation, particularly among chemical
technologists, bas grown much more di -
versitied, with knowledge of concepts re-

lationships and methods being at least as
important as the traditional “facts”.

In the face of this change, chemists

are being rather steadfast in their allegi-

ance to a ‘few basic, familiar informa-
tion access tools — primarily Chemical

Abstracts, Current Abstracts of Chemzk-
try/Index Chemicus, Beiistein, and the

like. While all these indexes are ex.
cellent for searching out specific com-
pounds, information needed about pro-
cesses, techniques, concepts, and me-
thods often lies beyond their convenient

reach, and, in many instances, even be-

yond the traditional chemical literature
they cover. This situation means that
chemists who refuse to look beyond their

traditional information-retrieval tools
are not using the literature as effectively

as they could and should. Fortunately
the problem is an easy one to rectify.
There are concept-oriented indexes
available that can help. One of them,
first introduced, in 1964, is the Science

Citation lnde#’ (SC~ ). A study con-
ducted by an ACS committee, headed by

Bruce Hannay of Bell Laboratories,
showed that chemists using SCX credited

it with saving them an average of two
hours a week. 1 However, the study also

showed that of the chemists surveyed,

only 20~0 had ever heard of citation in-
dexing and searching. This article is de-
voted to the other 80 ~0.

The Hannay finding about the

amount of time citation index use can
save is almost too impressive. h is be-
lievable only within the framework of

what a citation index is and how it
works. Within almost all papers, notes,

reviews, corrections, and correspondence

published in journals there are refer-
ences to documents that support, pro-
vide precedent for, illustrate, or elabor-

ate on what the author has to say. By
definition, these references link together
papers that have particular points in
common.

A citation index is built around these
linkagea. It lists publications thathaue
beers cited and identifies the ‘“new”

paper in which the citation appears.
Anyone who’s doing a literature search
can find from one to dozens of papers on
the subject just by knowing one paper
that has been cited. Thus if Jones, writ-
ing on your subject, cites Smiths paper,

one looks that paper up in the citation
index. There one will find not only

Jones’s paper but all others that cited
Smith and are probably therefore re-
lated somehow to Smith’s work, and per-

haps yours too.
This way of organizing the literature is

quite a bit different from the traditional
subject indexes, and in the differences
lie a number of advantages. The basic

difference is the substitution of the au-

thor’s names and papers for subject

terms assigned (sometimes apparently
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arbitrarily) by an indexer. This dif-
ference neatly avoids a number of prob-

lems inherent in subject indexes: For

one, it eliminates the intellectual judg-
ments an indexer must make, a process

that takes its toll in the depth of index-
ing (the number of terms assigned to de-

scribe an entry) and in the timeliness of
the index. The average article covered
by Science Citation Index contains 15 re-

ference citations, but articles from

chemistry journals average 20. That’s a

good many relationships for the searcher

to pursue.
Another advantage of using reference

citation for indexing a descriptive precis-
ion. Word usage varies from person to
person. It is patently impossible for an
indexer, no matter how competent, to
reconcile these personal differences well

enough to choose a series of subject

terms that will unfailingly communi-

cate the complicated information in a

scientific document to anyone who may

be searching for it. What’s more, the in-

dexer must deal with the dynamics of
language; new terms are introduced, old
ones disappear, and new meanings are

attached to old words. And within this
framework, the indexer’s choice of terms
is limited to a controlled vwabula~ that

does little justice to the richness and
variety of language that the users of the

index can bring to the subject.

In contrast, a reference cited by the

author is a precise, unambiguous repre-

sentation of a subject he thought perti-
nent that requires nrr interpretation, is
immune to changes in terminology, will
retain its precision over time, and can
even be moved from one language to an-
other without losing its ability to com.

municate. For someone who knows the
Novack-Windsor paper on spectra of hy-

drocarbon singlet molecules by ruby

laser excitation, [he citation “Novack

J. R., Windsor, N. W., J C/tern. Plsys.,
Vol. 47, page 3075, 1967” will always be

an unambiguous indexing term for the

subject. Knowing who’s citing that paper

is knowing who efse is working in that

tieId or is somehow connected with it –

often in surprising ways.

Citation indexes aren’t just a better
way of categorizing the individual com-
ponents of the literature; they go beyond

that function to show explicitly the in-

tellectual relationships that exist among
new and old components. Since each ci -

tation is a published record of a discrete
event in the process of scientific develop-

ment. an index of these events shows the
relationships among individual events at

different @ints in time. That means

that the structure of a citation index
makes it a particularly effective tool for
tinding out what has happened to some-

thing– whether it has been confirmed,
extended, improved, tried, corrected, or

applied, and where and how it was aP-
pj~d. To anyone concerned with scaling

UP a proc= or building ProPerti~ into
a product, answers to these kinds of

questions are fundamental
The perspective that citation indexing

brings to the literature also is singularly
free of dkciplinary dltilons and time
constraints that often complicate litera-
ture searches. Thus any item cited in a
journal covered by SC1 will show up the
year it uzu cited regardless of when it
was initially published. Thus the paper

on determining enzyme dwassociation

constants that Lineweaver wrote in ’34 is

still being cited. The citation,

“Lineweaver, H., j. Am. Chern. Sot.,
56:658, 1934, ” is still an effective search
term for anyone who wants to find out
how Lineweaver’s data, techniques, and
concepts are being used. Any annual
edition of SC1 that someone picks up at
random might contain references to this

paper or any other of interest going back

to the Middle Ages and beyond – all still

in perfect working order as search terms.

Citation perspective is just as much at

home handling categorizations of disci-
plines and specialties as it is in handling

the passage of time. It identifies explicit

relationships among events in different
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disciplines or specialtim just as readily as
ones ‘withkt a s~ngle discipline or special-
ty. Thus there is listed in the ’74 SCI
under P. V. Danckwerts’ 1951 paper on
liquid-film coefficients in gas absorp-

tion, citing articles from general engi-
neering, chemical engineering, environ-
mental sciences, mechanical engineer-
ing, pharmacology, metallurgy, and bio

chemistry journals.
So citation indexing puts literature in-

to a perspective that allows the searcher
to follow the path of a development

through time, no matter what d~iplin-

ary direction it may take — which is a
nice feature for the types of multidisci-

plinary searches that usually require se-
veral indexes. The corollary, to that, of

course, is that a citation index will bring

to the searcher’s attention, whenever and
wherever it exists, that he or she not only

didn’t know existed, but also that whase
relevance was never suspected.

SCI applies the citation indexing con-

cept to a part of the literature that is

sizable, diversified in terms of disciplin-
ary scope, and significant in terms of re-

search utility. Its coverage can be meas-

ured in three ways — two quantitative
and one qualitative.

The quantitative measures are the

number and variety of jounals and arti-
cles indexed and the number, variety,
and time frame of the reference cita-
tions by which they are indexed. SC1
covers items cited in every article, edi -

torial, letter, meeting report, and note
published in some !2600 journals from

every scientific discipline. Approxi-

mately 1000 of them deal exclusively
with, or periodically publish material

relevant to, chemical science and tech-

nology.

As for the second measure – the refer-

ence citations used as indexing terms —
SC1 picks up all that are cited in every

item it covers, regardless of where or

when the cited article first appeared.

This means that our reference cita-

tions – and the user’s choice of search

.-
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points – is not limited by either journal,

publisher, or publication type. Every-
thktg an author references is listed, re-

gardless of where it was published or
whether it took the form of a journal

article, book, thesis, letter, report, or

patent. Nor, as was mentioned earlier,
are the reference citations limited by
time: If references are made to work by

da Vinci or Copernicus, they are in-
cluded. So, the 1974 SCI, for example,

provides the user with a choice of 2.9

million unique reference citations with

which to initiate or conduct a search.
The qualitative measure of SC~s

coverage has to do with the importance
of the journals it indexes. I think that
the most objective criterion for measur-
ing a Peridlcal’s importance is the num-

ber of times it is cited. SC1 is the cmim-.
ary source for such statistics and studies
w~ve conducted show that the overlap-

ping coverage of journals is so great that
the core literature for all scientific dis-

ciplines involves no more than 1000 jour-
nals, and may involve as few as 500. ~

Though there” are probably on the order

of 5000 to 10,000 serial publications
whose intent, frequency, and longevity

qualify them as serious scientific jour-
nals, our studies show that a minority of

them produce almost all of the original

material that scientists consider impor-

tant enough to cite. The latest study

shows that only 2000 journals accounted
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for 84% of all references listed in the

1969 edition of SC1. In fact, half the

cited material came from only 150 peri-

odicals (Figure 1).

SCI is produced on a calendar year
basis in the form of quarterly editions
that are available eight weeka after the
end of the quarter: ‘The last quarterly
edition, which cumulates all four quar-
ters, is available within five months of

the year’s end. This means that all

papers cited in 1975 issues of CHEM-

TECH, or any other periodical, will be

available in just two more months.

In physical terms, the most recent SC1
annual fills eight volumes and consists of
five sections. The central section is the

Source Index (Figure 2). It contains a
full bibliographic description of all items
published that year that we examined
for citations. Organized by author, the
Source Index’s primary function is to

provide full bibliographic detail for the

abbreviated descriptions of items in the

other four sections.

The other four sections provide the
main search facilities of the index. Two
of them — the Citation Index and Patent
Index – are for searches, where the

search point is some document that is
known to deal with the subject of inter-
est. The Citation Index (Figure 9) con-
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Fl!#ro 6. Excqt from Cqzarate I*X of W

Under each cited author are listed items
that cited his article. (Cited anonymous
documents are listed in a separate sec -

tion. ) Information given for each source
item is enough to lead the searcher to

the complete bibliographic description
in the Source Index.

The Patent Index (Figure 4) is an-

other citation index whose search points
consist entirely of patents. Organized by

cited patent number, rather than au-

thors, it provides the same abbreviated
description of source items as the Cita-

tion Index. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate
other indexing approaches provided by
SCI.

The sum of these parts is a system that

is singularly adept at leading you

through the literature labyrinth to the
particular information that will provide

state-of-the-art background, fill in
specific detail, or, if one is around, un-

cover a fresh insight. The most compell -
ing feature of the system is that it re-

quires fewer look-ups than subject

searches, produces quick results, and un-
covers relevant material from un-

expected quarters.
F@uws 7 through 10 show diagrams

of some typical citation searches.
Once a paper has been identzjied and

judged, by the mer, to be relerxznt, it
can be used as a reference citation to
continue along the search trail dejined
by n“tation linkages (Figures 11 and 12).

A typical multidisciplinary search is
depicted in Figure 7. A manufacturer of
chemical additives used in the cryogenic

storage of biological material is inter-
ested in finding out whether his products
are being used- in unexpected ways, and
how well they are working out in agri-

cultural and livestock applications. A
traditional literature search to answer

these questions would normally involve
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Figure 7. A typkal citation aaarch w a
twitidiacipllnary sutrjact

at least two, and probably five separate
indexes. The majority of relevant

material might be identified by Bio-
logical Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts,
aid Index hfedicus In addition, at least

two specialty indexes would be required
to search the agricultural and livestock

literature.

In this case, however, the researcher
involved chose the alternative of con-
ducting a citation search on a paper he
knew by H.T. Meryman (# 1 in dia-

gram). The Citation Index entry for that

reference identified the 11 citing papers
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listed in Figure 7. Note how broad a
range of journals he’s covered: Cryo-
biology, Journal of Surgical Research,
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Journal of Membrane Biology, Surge~,
Poultry Science, Applied Microbiology,
and Trarr.s$ssion. But more interesting is
the range of specialties from which the
papers come: two on bacterial storage,

two on renal function and tmeservation.
of kidneys, one on mitochondria, three

on prese~ation and storage of red blood

cells, two on performance data of cryo-
protected agents, and one on preserva -
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Ffgure 9. A typical citatkm search to find the

answer to a specific quastion

thorough understanding of the linguistic
structure of each of the indexes. A fair
estimate of the time needed to conduct

such a search in conventional indexes is
3 h. The citation search took 20 min.
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A quick background information

search is deuicted in Fimtre 8. The ob-
“

jective is to’ identify review-like papers

that can provide a fast overview ‘o~ in
this case, hemoglobin binding, The cri-

terion for such papers is that each have
more than 30 references. The starting

point for the search is a paper by C.H.

De Verdier (# 1 in diagram) from the re-

searcher’s reprint file. The entry for this
paper in the 1973 SC1 Citation Index,
identifies nine papers that cited it. Five
of them —#2, 4, 7, 9, and 10—are each
shown (see squares in Figure 8) to have
more than 30 references. And their titles
indicate they are all relevant to the sub-
ject of the search.

A search to find out whether a parti-

cular theory has been confirmed is de-

picted in Figure 9. The search is con-
ducted in the 1973 Citation Index start-

ing with Rae’s paper on the theory of

repetitive DNA sequences (#1 in dia-
gram) as the starting point. Fifteen
papers are identified as having cited
Rae; five of them (#3, 8, 10, 12, and 15)

have titles that indicate they are describ-
ing repetitive DNA sequences in one

type of organism or another. (The others. .
should also be examined to determine
their relevancy. )

I A search to determine what, if any.
thing, has been published about a par-

ticular reaction is outlined in F@tre 10.
The starting point in the search is the

paper in which the reaction was first re-
described (#l in diagram). Time re-

quired for the search was approximately
10 min.

A search example to see what follow-

UP work has been published on a com -
pound is a bit more extensive and com-
plex (F@e 11). The search covers 9 an-

nual volumes starting in the 1965 SCI

and uses the citation for the 1962 an-
nouncement of the compound of inter-

est — trimethoprim —(# 1 in dia~am).
Paper #1 identifies papers #2, 3, 4, 7, 8,

9, 12, 1S, 14, and 16 in the 1965-74
editions of SCI. When the search is con-
tinued on paper #2 in the 1966-74 edi-

tions of SC1, papers #7, 9 and 13 are
identified for a second time, but three
new papers are dakcowred — 5, 10, and
15. 5ea~ches on papers #3 and 4 from
1969 through 1974 produced nothing of

interest. A search on paper #5 during

1974 again identifies papers #8, 9, 12,

13, 14, 15, and 16, but uncovers paper
#6 for the first time. Searching under #6

and 7 leads to nothing to see who’s cited
them between ’70 and ’74 but paper #8
leads to #11, a new one, and identifies
#9 and 10 again. Papers #9 through 14
produced no new additions to the bib-
liography when they were used for search

points, so this search trail ends. How-
ever, new ones could be started using

likely references selected from reading

any of the papers obtained.
This search yielded a bibliography of

15 papers, whose titles indicate that they

trace trimethoprim through the entire
classic pharmaceutical cycle of defining
its mode of action, in vitro testing, clini-
cal testing, and definition of toxicity and
side effects.

Figure 12 is a shorter, but equally in-
volved sea rch on absorption- spectra

transients initiated in hydrocarbons by
nanosecond laser flashes. What makes
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Ftgme 11. A typical citation

search to determine what fol-

low+ work has been dons WI

a compotml. Horizontal lines

dapict searched entry refer-

ences. Dots on tfressr lines ati

wt. s.
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1962
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1,,,,,,,. .
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1968

1968

1$%6

19a8

1969

1969

1909

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

this search involved is that it consists of
two separate cycles. The first starts with

searching the 1969 SC1 on paper #1,

which the researcher knows deals with

the subject. This search identifies papers
#2, 3, 4, and 5, and the search could
have ended there. In reading those

papers, however, the researcher noticed
that they all had in common a reference
to paper #6. [C thus seemed worthwhile
to take the search through another cycle

using #6 as the entry citation. This led to
identification of #7 and a reference in it

identified #8, which had been published

in 1968, and introduces the researcher to

work done in the picosecond region. The

sample search was terminated at thk

point, It could have been continued

through as many cycles as the researcher

thought would be fruitful by using re-
ferences picked up in the identified
papers to start new search trials.

While citation searches of this type are
the functional capability that has made
Xl one of the major tools for gaining

access to the literature; it can be used
also for more traditional searches of sub-

ject, organization, and author.
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For all its utility as a search tool, on
both a current and retrospective basis,
the most important role of citation in-
dexing may be its ability to shed some
light on the constantly changing struc-
ture of science and technology and the

nature of the highly complex process of
their development. It does this in a num-
ber of ways.

We define two measures of activity by

author, paper, and periodical: citation

rates (how often cited); and citation

links. These measures are useful in

managing science— not so much in the

detailed sense of defining objectives and
timetables, but in the general sense of
allocating resources and measuring pro-

gress.
A number of studies3-6 showed that

citation rates provide a rough, but ob-
jective and useful, relative measure of

scientific quality. Thus, some govern-

ment agencies are using citation analysis
to improve their ability to define pat-

terrns of activity. A study we conducted
for NSF on the characteristics of fre-
quently cited papers in chemistry is typi-
cal.

Some of the main findin~ of the study
were:

c Seventy percent of the heavily cited
(10 times or more) items were published

during the preceding 10 years.
● The most heavily cited items, par.

tictdarly by applied chemists, are books

published early in the 10-year time

frame.
● Theoretical papers dominate the list

of most-cited items. Experimental

methodology is next most frequently
cited.

● The central specialty of chemical

science seems to be molecular orbital
theory.

These tindings persuaded NSF to take

a closer look at cross-disciplinary papers
in chemistry and to include engineering
sciences.
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Citation rates of individual papers, or

groups of papers that define given fields,
are also being used to identify areas

showing sudden spurts of activity. Price
developed an average-citation-rate

curve7 that can be used as a baseline for

sPotting HOUPS Of papers whose usc rate
is higher, increasing faster, or is more

sustained. A study of the literature on

pulsars8 suggests that these characters.
tics typify an emerging field.

The study of citation links among
papers is providing still different views of
science. They have been used, for ex.
ample, to reconstruct the sequence of

events that led to the definition of
DNA.9 And they are being used to map

the functional structure of science in a
way that identifies its specialties and
shows both their relative rates of activity

and the degree of interaction among

them.lo,ll Citation measures are sensi-
tive enough to show subtle changes in

proctuctwtty and relatlonsnlps wMmr acl-
entific structure.

And citation analysis is being used to

show how well individual periodicals are
doing, on a relative basis, at the job of

publishing material useful in R&D12
(where “useful” is defined as frequently

cited).
Thus the perspective that citation in-

dexing and analysis brings to the litera-

ture is singularly versatile. Citation link.
ages can be used to search the past li-
terature, monitor the current literature,
reconstruct hktorical work, define de-
velopment pace and interaction of given

specialties within and among disciplines,
and measure the utility of individual

journals as media for communicating
useful research and development ma-
terial in given areas of study. Any one,

or combination, of those capabilities is

available to the chemical technologist
willing to move beyond his traditional
information .retrieval took.
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